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The aim of the present paper is to develop the asymptotic character of the

solutions of linear differential equations of the form

d"z dn~lz

Jx»+Pan-ÁX'P)rW-X+ ■■■+Pnao(X'P)Z = 0

for large |p|. The functions afx, p) are analytic in the complex parameter p

at p = oo and have derivatives of all orders in the real variable a;. Schlesinger f

has proved asymptotic properties for lim p = oo on some fixed ray arg p = a ;

in this paper we prove similar properties for a region 6 = arg p = yjr, but by a

different method.    In 1837 Liouville J treated the important special case

%+ IP2 + 9(*)]Z = 0

when p is real, the first problem of the kind to be considered ; the method of

attack used in this paper is of a similar nature.

It is purposed to make an application of the results here obtained to boundary

value and expansion problems in a second paper.

I desire to make acknowledgment of the kind encouragement and valuable

suggestions received from Professor E. H. Moore, for both papers.

We consider functions z(x, p) of a real variable x on the closed interval

♦Part of a paper presented to the Society (Chicago), Mar. 30, 1907, under a different title.
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(a, b) and of a complex parameter p, \p\ > B, which satisfy a linear differ-

ential equation of the form

dnz <Zn_1z .       A

W âV+/>0-l(a:'/))aV:ri+"■' +Pnao(x>P)z = 0'

Here we assume that the functions a{(x, p) are bounded by the inequalities

(2) \a.(x,p)\ = M (*£m£b,\f>\>B),

and that

(3) ai(x,p) = Y.aij(x)p-i. (\p\>B).

The coefficients a. of this last series we assume to be continuous with continuous

derivatives of all orders on (a, b), but not necessarily real. As a consequence

of (2) and (3) the a¡(x, p) are continuous in x and p, for the series (3) are series

of continuous functions of x and p converging uniformly for |p| = B0 > B.

Further we postulate that the n roots

wx(x), w2(x), ■••, to.(as)

of the equation

(4) w" + an_xo(x)w»-1 +■■■ + aw(x) = 0

are distinct for every a; on (a, 6).

By B(p) we denote the real part of the complex number p.

Definition. By a region S of the p-plane we understand a region for

which the indices 1 to n can be so arranged that

(5) F[pwx(x)] = B[pw2(x)] = --.=! B[pwn(x)-\

for every x on (a, b) and every p on S.

If p = p0 is an S point, so that (5) obtains for p = p0, it is clear that (5)

holds if only arg p = arg p0. By virtue of this fact the half line arg p = arg p0

belongs to the same region S. For a given x the relations (5) define a certain

closed sector,

containing the half line arg p = arg p0. The largest closed sector common to

all these sectors,

(6) 0=iargp=iV,

forms the region S, degenerating to a half line when 6 = -^. The funda-

mental theorem refers to the solutions of (1) on these regions S, when such

regions exist.
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An important set of inequalities on a region S is

(7) |ep./^«)*| < |e>y?w| s...;« |ep^».(o*|   (a<a=/î<6)<

In an expression of the form

e"S(x) [«,(»)/»-* + «i(*)/'~*"1 + •••]

the term

««(«Or*"*

shall be called the principal term.

Finally we introduce the notation

cb^(x,p) = p-"-d-kcb(x,P),

so that (1) becomes

(8) A(z) m s« + an_x(x, p)z^ + ■■■ + a0(x, p)z= 0;

and also the notation E as a generic notation for functions of p and other vari-

ables bounded for |p| = B°, when B" is sufficiently large.

Lemma I. For every value of i from 1 to n inclusive there exist an infinite

number of functions u^ (x), uix (x), • • •, continuous and with continuous deriv-

ativea of all order a, auch that uiü(x) does not vanish at any point of (a, b)

and auch that if the functiona

ui(x,p)=eJa 22%(^)P~J

be substituted for z in the expression A(z), the coefficient of

¿■fa"««'»1'      , /i=l, 2, ••-,»• \

H \«=0,1, •■•,«/

in the expreaaion thus obtained vaniahes identically.

To prove this, write

/      \     p7¡x«co<« .
u(x,p) = eJa        v(x,p),

where w(x) is some definite one of the n roots w¿(x).    We find then

«PI((B, p)mtJ*mW* [w(x)v(x, p) + «PJ (x, p)} ,

u^p) = //>(°*[([^

and, in general,

(9) u^(x, p)m e'f'Wl,)dtí:«Jk(x, p)vW(x, p),
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in which ajk(x, p) is a polynomial in 1/p of degree j — 1 at most, whose

coefficients are functions of x continuous on (a, 6 ) and with continuous deriva-

tives of all orders. We note that the principal term in the coefficient of v(x, p)

in (9) is

(10) ^(x)=[w(x)y,

and the principal term in the coefficient of vm (x, p) is

(11) aft9(x) -¿[»(«O]'-4;

also we note that

ajj(x'P) = 1-
Hence we conclude

(12) A [u(x, p)] = ¿f:m{ml [v(x, p)]

where

(13) Ä(z) m «M + än_x(x, p)*!-»] + -.. + ä0(x, p)z,

the ä.(x, p) being conditioned as the a (x, p) are in equations (2) and (3).

For convenience we write

än(x,p) = l, äx(x,p) = 0 (í>n).

We see from (10), (11) that if we place

äl(x,p) = T,äy(x)p-i,

then

(14) äm(x) = [«(*)]• + an_Xi0(x) [w(x)y-> +-.. + aw(x) = 0

and

(15) äxo(x) = n [w(x)y-> + (n - l)an_x¡(l(x)[w(x)y-2 +■■■ + ax0(x),

so that a10(a;) 4= 0 on (a, b), the n roots u>i(x) being distinct.

If then we write in (12)

v(x,p)= T,u(x)p-J,
i=o

we find the condition that the coefficient of

in A [u(x, p)~\ vanishes to be

(iß) ..£j^(*)¿s(«)-»-

eJ"        p- (,=o, 1, ■■.,«)

j+k+l=s

The equation (16) is true for s = 0 by (14).    For s 4= 0 we can write (16) in

the form
¿ *<«-i ¿i

(I7)     aX0(x)^xu,_x(x) + än(x)u^x(x)+^^äv(x)^uk(x) = Q,
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since, if in (16) k = s, then I =j = 0 and the term corresponding to this set

of values has a coefficient ä00(x) = 0; if k = s — 1, we have either 1 = 1,

j = 0 or Í = 0, j = 1, and the corresponding terms are the first terms of (17).

It appears then that ut_x(x) can be determined in terms of

ut_2(x), ut_3(x), ■ ■ -, u0(x) as a solution of a certain linear differential equa-

tion of the first order which has no singular points on (a, b) since äxo(x) + 0.

Thus u0(x), ux(x), ••-, um_x(x) are obtained in succession from (16) for

« = l,2,...,m. For each w.(x) we obtain in this way a sequence of func-

tions um(x), u.x(x), • • -, such that if the expressions

ui(x,p) = eJa l^u(x)p-i

be substituted for z in A(z), the coefficient of

p fxw{(t)dt      .
eP/« p-      (i==l,2, ...,»; 1 = 0,1, ■•-,»»)

vanishes by (17) since the conditions (16) are now satisfied for 8 = 1,2,...,m.

Furthermore the differential equation for «,„(*) is homogeneous, so that by

taking for u^x) a solution which is different from zero at one point of

(a, b), we are sure that ui0(x) does not vanish at any point of (a,b).

Since the ai}.(x) were continuous with all of their derivatives, the functions

ui0(x), uiX (x), • • • are also continuous with all of their derivatives. The sequence

of functions uM(x), uix(x), ■ • • has then the properties stated in the lemma.

If the formal developments

ep/>(»*£ _, (,=i,2f...,.)
i=o

converged and admitted of n-fold term by term differentiation, we should have

in them the asymptotic developments of solutions of our differential equation

which we desire. This however will not in general be the case. We shall,

nevertheless, show in the theorem below that by breaking off after m terms of

these series (i. e., by retaining the part n(x,p)) and putting in certain remain-

der terms we can get true solutions of our differential equation. In order to

prove this we must first prove another lemma in which the form of the dif-

ferential equation is established which is satisfied by the sums of these m terms

(i. e., n(x, p)) without any remainder:

Lemma II.    The homogeneous linear differential equation of order n with

n solutions u4(x, p) has the form

B(z) m *M + 6^ (X) p)zI-i] + ... + b0(x, P)z = 0,

where for \ p | > B°

(18)       \b.(x,p)\=M°;        bi(x,p) = £,bij(x)p->       (i = 0,l,---,n-l).
1=0
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The coefficients bij(x) which appear here are continuoua together with all their

derivativea, and

(19) &#(*)-«(,(»)     (¿ = 0,l,--,»-l;j = 0,l,---,m).

The homogeneous linear differential equation of order n with solutions u{(x, p) is

ZW 2[»-i] ... z

i[>l(x,p)    u[n-^(x,p)    •••    ux(x,p)

(20) = 0.

|«i*](».P)     *4"_1] (»,/>)     ••'     «.(*./»)

For the elements of this determinant we have

(21) «P (x, p) = e^"«*** mE Xö4(x)p-
*=0

where by (10)

(22) Maj)-KCa,)]itt-(SB)-

Thus if we factor out of (20)
a. ¿j;<*m

<=i

the differential equation takes the form

(23) ßn(x, p)zM + ßn_x(x, p)»l-V + -.. + ß0(x, p)z = 0,

where ß.(x, p) are polynomials in 1/p.    We have for the principal term of

ßn(*,p),

\n-l,0       \»-2,0       '""       \oO

ß«(*)=

^•J.ii-l.O       ^î,n-2,0

*, n-1,0      \, n-2,0       " * * nOO

In view of (22) this last determinant may be written

[«,,(*)]-• [wx(x)y-2 ... wx(x) i

[».f«)]"-1 k(*)]b-2 ••• «,(*) i

IT «*(»)■

[wn(x)y-> [«»]" toB(a;)   1
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This is not zero at any point on (a, b) as the w{(x) are distinct and the

UÁX) 4= 0 by Lemma I.    Therefore for |p| = B°

SM-,       6,(*„)_fg^_ÊM^.
But we can write (23) in the form

(24) *M + bn_x(x, P)zW + ... + \(x, p)z = 0.

Now the functions bJx) and their derivatives are continuous since the uj((x)

and u¡(x) ave of this character.    The first part of the lemma is thus proved.

Now let j0 be the smallest value of j for which, for some ¿ and x,

h(X) + av(X)-

From (21) and (22) we see that the principal term of

(25) B [u{(x, p)] - A [Ui(x, p)] = B=A [u((x, p)]

is

(26) p-'°[g [M*)-«v.(«0] [««(*)]*]«•(*).

Assume j0 = m if possible.    In each part of the difference (25) the coefficient of

must then vanish, in the first part since u^x, p) are solutions of B(z) = 0;

in the second part, by Lemma I.    Therefore from (26)

ECM*)-%„(*)] [>,(*)]*= o     («=i,2, •■•,»)•
*=o

We conclude that
K°(x) = avÁx) (*=0, l,---,n-l),

the wi(x) being distinct.    This is a contradiction.    Hence j0>m.

Theorem.     On a region S there exist n independent solutions

*i(x>p)> *2(x>p)t •••> *«(*»*»)

of
dnz d"~lz

-¿tf + P<*„-i(»t P)¿f^i + •■■ + Pna0(x, p)z = 0

analytic in p auch that if the integer m is choaen at pleaaure and p is on S,

zi(x,p) = ui(x,p) + e>S>^«.E,p-~,

ßAx>p)
ßAx>P)
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d    ,       .      d    ,       .       p/"xw,(o<B   _    _,.
(27) dx*¿x>r) = Txu^ri + eJa       ^  + '

n-1

where

(j^izÁx>p) = jsc7=iuAx'p) + eJa       K-iP-m+n-^

u.(x,p) = eJ° 2luv(x)P

and ui0(x) doea not vanish at any point of (a, b).

Proof. We proceed to effect a comparison of the solutions of the given dif-

ferential equation with the solutions of the differential equation of Lemma II.

First we write the given differential equation in the form

(28>       (Jx-» + Ph*-i(x,P)jx^i+---+Pn°0(xtP)z = PnB-A(z).

The development of the coefficient of »M in B — A (z) begins with a term in

p-"1-1, in view of (18) and (19), so that

(29) \bk(x,P)-ak(x,p)\^D-\p\-^

for \p\ = B?.

The general solution of a non-homogeneous linear differential equation

(30) ^ + h-i(x)%ä+--- + K(x)y = <p(x)

may  be  written*   in   terms   of    a   set   of   linearly  independent   solutions

Vi(x),y2(x), ■ • -, yn(x) of the reduced equation in the form

(31) y^ttciyi(x)+ fr¿y<(«K(f)l*(f)dg,
1=1 Ja     L 1=1 J

where the functions zx(x), z2(x), ■■ -, zn(x) are determined from the conditions

£(»*<•>)*<">-{Î0 (1=0,1,   .,»-8),

(/=»-!),

while c,, c2, • • •, cn are arbitrary constants. Any y and eb satisfying (30) also

satisfy (31) for some choice of cl5 c2, • •-, cn; and if y and eb satisfy (31) for

some cx, c2, ••-, cn, they also satisfy (30); hence (30) and (31) are entirely

equivalent.

♦Cf., for instance, Schlksingeb : Handbuch der Theorie der linearen Differentialgleichungen,

vol. 1, p. 78.
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Thus treating (28) as a non-homogeneous equation we find an equivalent

equation

(82) z(x,p) = ±ciui(x,P)+ r\±u((x, p)Vi(C, p)]p"B=A[z(t,p)]dÇ
1=1 Ja     L*=l J

where the vJs are obtained from the equations

V»   ['1/        \    / \      J° (i = 0,l,---,»-2),
ZuV(x,p)vi(x,p) = }[p^+x       (i = n_t)

If in place of these functions v. we introduce functions ü. defined by the equation

vi(v,p) = P~n+ïui(x,p),

equation (32) becomes

(33) z(x,p) = ±ciui(x,p) + pr\±ui(x,p)üi(^p)\B^A[z(^,p)-]d^
<=1 Ja    L*=l J

where the üt are determined from the equations

w è^(*rt«-.»-|i ;:::_v"_,)'
In order to prove the existence of a solution zk(x, p) of the character stated

in the theorem for some definite k we make the final transformation of the

constants ci in (33),

ci=c'i (i = l, 8, •■-,*),

(    '     c.-pfùt(i,p)B^2[*(Ç,p)]dÇ + c',    (<-t*+l.*+t,—,«).

This transformation is reversible.    The given differential equation thus appears

finally in the form of an equivalent integral equation

(36)

t(x, p) = T,c'iu.(x, p) + p\     2><(»' P)ül^ P) \B-A[z$, p)]di
1=1 Ja    Lt=l J

+p p r ¿ «x*. p&(f, rti#^Kit p)]¿f,

that is, the solutions of (36) and A (z) = 0 are the same. In the form (33) we

could infer one and but one solution z(x, p) for a given set of c,, c2, • • -, cn; in

fact, that solution of A(z) = 0 which satisfies the conditions

d> "      ds
■3xlz(a, p) = T.c.-^u^a, p)       (j = 0,1, ■ ■-, n-1),

i=l

but a similar inference is not possible for (36).
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Write

i=i
(37)

±uV(x,p)ûi(t,p) = e>/^it)d,+M(x,!;;p).
i=*+i

For the consideration of (36) it is fundamental to establish that the functions

ebkl and yjru are bounded in the following manner for | p | = j?° :

(38) (i=o, i,--.-,»-l).
\+u{**t',p)\^T,        a = x = ^b

To prove this we note first that from (21)

(39) uW(x,p) = eJa Va(x,p),

in which nu(x, p) denotes a polynomial in 1/p.    If now we substitute in (34)

-p fx w¡tt)dt
(40) ñ(x,p) = e "Ja \(x,p),

we find for the determination oltj^x, p) the n linear equations

/A-\\ (' = 0, 1, ••-, n —2),V-      / v»/ \       i° (1 = 0,1, ■■■,
T[%lyx,p)vi(^p) = \1 (l==n_1).

The determinant of these equations is a polynomial in 1/p which we called

ßn(x, p), and has the principal term ß„0(x) [see (23)] which is not zero. We

conclude that for \p\ = B°

(42) \nu(x,p)\=V,        |f,(«t,)|ä,.

Now from (39) and (40) we have

(43) \u^(x,p)ü^,p)\ = \e^ZwMdtv2\,

whence

(44) \Wwt,)Wt ,)]*]/*•"•*],

if we make the restriction

f = »    (i = l, 2, ..-,*),        f = a;    (i=* + l,* + 8,.-.,«).

To see this one recalls the inequalities (7).    Hence

(45)

E«|,](*,/»)«4(f.P)
i=l

l=*+l

;.*
0 •'* a

^(n-ife) e ■/f j;*

US»),

(fS»),

which are in effect inequalities (38).
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We now consider that solution zk(x, p) of (36) for which

(46) c;.= jJ
and we will show

(a) that for \p\ = B' one and but one such solution exists, and this is

analytic in p ;

(6) that the solutions zx,z2, ••-,«„ thus defined fulfill the relations (27) of

our fundamental theorem.

The linear independence of zx, z2, ■ • •, zn is then an immediate consequence of

their form (27), since ux, u2, ••-,«„ are linearly independent. The demonstra-

tion is thus completed.

Proof of (a).
We know there exists one and but one solution of (33) for all sets of values

of o,.. To each set corresponds a definite transformed set c\ which we will show

has the form
n

c- = T,Vii(p)cj,

where  the  V¡(p)  are  analytic  in  p.    To  prove  this   statement we  define

Zk(x, p), (k = 1, 2, ■ • -, n), to be that solution of A(z) = 0 which satisfies

the equations

& „ ,       v       d¡     ,
-^jZk(a,p)= -^uk(a,p) (j = 0,l,-;n-l).

If z is the solution of (32) for the set c,, c2, • • -, cn, we have then

n

z = T,cjZ.(x,p).
j=i

The Zk(x, p) ave analytic in p since the coefficients in A(z) = 0 and the

ut(x, p) are. If this value of z is substituted in (35), we obtain the transfor-

mation in the stated form.

From this we see that either a unique solution for the set c\ of (46) exists, in

which case this solution will be analytic in p, or there is a solution of (36) for

c^ = 0 (¿ = 1, 2,.--, n). If then we prove that the latter alternative is

impossible for \p\ > F, we shall have proved statement (a).

Let us now write down (36) and the equations obtained from it by differ-

entiation, using the definitions (37).    We then obtain

»W(«. P) = t<- «W». P) + P re>ftwt<mcbk{x, & P)B=A [<f, p)\di
1=1 Ja

(47) _
+ Pjh e>J?w>mi1rkt(x, (j p)B - A [*(f, p)] df

(/ = 0,l,---,n-l).
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These are a set of linear integral equations in z(x, p), z^(x, p), • • -, ztn-,](a;, p)

of the Fredholm type.

Assume if possible a solution z(x, p) to exist for c\ = 0 (i = 1, 2, • • •, n).

If we write

zW(x, p) = e'-^Wt(')dtzt(x, p) (1 = 0,1,---, n-l),

the equations (47) become

(48) z,(x, p) = p febkl(x, £; p)g[z(t, p)-]di- + p f+kl(x, Ç; P)g[z(Ç, p)]dÇ
Ja Jb

(/ = 0,l,---,n-l)

where
n-l

(49) g[z(x,pf\ = T,[bj(x, p) - a^x, p)]z¿(x, p).

If W 4= 0 be the maximum of

\zt(x,p)\ (7 = 0,1,■--,n-l)

on (a, b), we conclude from (29) that for |p| = i?°

(50) \g[z(ï,p)-\\ = nDW\p\—K

But in one of the equations (48), e. g., I = lx, |z,(x, p)\     s the value W at

x = xx, so that

(51) W=\p P<bkh(xx, £; P)g[z(Ç, P)-]dÇ+P C+ufrvb /»MKk *>)]<*£ .
\    Ja Jb

Applying to (51) inequalities (50) and (38), as is possible ¡;.; ce f = xx in

«rW»!, f ; P) of (38) £ =», and in fk¡x(xx, £; p), we find

(52) W=n(b-a)TD-W\p\-m

which is not possible for

\P\^Vn(b - a)T■ D.

Thus the set of values c\ = 0 is seen to be impossible for \p\ = R.    Hence a

unique solution for (46) exists.

Pro0/o/(o).

By (46) we have

z^(x,p) = uf(x,p) + p£^uf(x,p)üia,p)^B^A[zk(^,p)-\dí

(53)
+p(x\\b ^c»,/»)«,(?,/»)]5^iK(f,^]df.

Jb   L <=*+i J
Writing then

*ml\x,p)^e^>^z^x,p),
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we obtain

»«(a. P) = Vkl(x, p) + p fcpkt(x,í; p)g[zk(%,p)-\dÇ

(54) J'
+ p£+u(x,Ç'>p)9L*.(ï,p)'W*

where vkt(x, p) and g(z) are defined as in (39) and (49).    This equation (54)

is analogous to (48).

Let IF denote the maximum of

\zk,(x,p)\ (1 = 0,1, ••  ,n-l)

on (a, 6).    Then we find in analogy with (50) that for \p\ = B°

(55) \g[zk(x,p)-\\=nDW-\p\-"-K

Ii this maximum be attained for I = lx, x = xx, we find in analogy with (52)

W=\r,kh(xi,p)\ + n(b-a)TDW\p\-",

whence, if m > 0 and | p | is large,

(56) TF = Ç,
since

^«.(»itP)! -*?•
But from (54)

\*ki(*tP)-v.l(x,p)\ = \p I  <bki(x,^; p)g[**(£, p)~\d£

+ f»rt«(«',fî^K(f.r')]^-
Jb

Therefore, using (38) and the inequality

\9i».(*>t>m**B'Q\p\-*-*.
which is a consequence of (56), we see that for a large enough | p |

M*. p) -iM(». p)i=»(» - «)2* 2> ei*i~".
Kecalling that i? is a generic notation for functions of p and other variables

bounded for large | p |, we conclude from this at once that

*,(«,,)-«,(«, p) + ,'^.'"'("*,j',.p-,

¿2,(,„)_¿„,(«.p) + ^-^,p—,

£U(*.o) - £«« rt+^""""üUr-"-'•


